No.AIRBSNLEWA/CMD BSNL/Medical Calims/2019-2020/

Dated:14 .06.2020

To
Shri P K Purwar ji
CMD BSNL
New Delhi-110001
Sub: Serious discrimination and deprivation caused to the aged pensioners by the new
medical policy notified-reg.
Ref : Order no BSNL/Admn.1/15-12/18 Dated 08-05-2020.
Respected Sir,
It is bring to your kind notice that BSNL CO vide the order mentioned under reference has heavily
curtailed the medical facilities to BSNL pensioners. For with voucher beneficiaries the new annual
limit is 50% of Basic and DA as on retirement day. This has caused a serious deprivation,
discrimination and frustration to aged old pensioners who retired in earlier years and in need of
more medical help than recently retired pensioners. Following example will explain the situation.
a) Sri P B Bhattacharya DE CTD retd on 31-7-2004. His age is 76. His retirement basic was ₹18350
and DA was 42%. His yearly limit will be ₹13028.50.
b) Sri Tridip Chakraborty CAO/ CTD retired on 31-1-2020. His age is 60 years. His retirement
basic was ₹53600. DA was 160%. His yearly limit will be ₹69680.00
Thus for a pensioner aged 76 year BSNL has fixed Rs 13038 as annual medical expenses while for
another pensioner of 60 years age the amount decided is Rs 69680.50. Kindly note that these two
pensioners were Gr A officers hence the annual limit of lower ranked pensioners will be muchmuch less.
We would, therefore, request you to kindly intervene in the matter and allow to continue the
existing with voucher rule i.e. Basic Pension plus DA as on 1st April of the current FY as yearly
limit to end this deprivation.
Kindly examine the points mentioned sympathetically and extend some justice to age old
pensioners, in need of more medical help.
With kind regards,
Yours Sincerely

(Prahlad Rai)
GS, AIRBSNLEWA
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2. Shri A M Gupta, GM(SR) BSNL CO, New Delhi- 110001.
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